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ABSTRACT
This project basically analyzes the hourly load profile in Malaysia. Studies on load
pattern and trending apart the affecting factors on the electrical load demand have
been performed, and application of fuzzy logic that being used from fuzzytech
software to forecast the electrical load demand for 1 hour ahead and 19 hours ahead.
Chapter 1 basically describes some introduction of this project. Set of objectives is
stated in order to ensure the project is done within the scope and time frame. The
current situation is outlined as the problem statement which leads to relevancy apart
its application in the practical world.
In order to ensure high quality of work being performed, some continuous research
should be done. Apart of that, continuous study on load profile analysis and
economical power analysis help much in this project. Basic knowledge of fuzzy logic
in fuzzytech software also is one of the requirements while doing this project. Due to
this condition, some of elementary information in doing this projectbeing outlined in
chapter 2 of this report. Meanwhile Chapter 3 describes the approach thathasbe done
while doing this project. Some methods of designation of the system and outcome of
the load profile studies is explained in this chapter.
As the project performed, the results and the outcomes of the system is presented in
chapter 4. Apart of the result, some analysis such as error calculation and result
analysis is shown here. Chapter 5 basically presents the importance and findings from
this project. Some short summary of theproject being outlined and some conclusion
of the project. In Chapter 6, some recommendation to improve the project is
discussed.
Digesting the report as a whole, it is basically explained the 19 hours and 17 hours
load forecasting system that using fuzzy logic technique in fuzzytech software as an
approach. With accuracy ofthe system around 97% - 98%, the system is reliable to be
applied in practical world. Apart of that, this report also describes thecapability ofthe
system to forecast electrical loaddemand for 1monthahead.
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Load forecasting basically is vitally important in an electric industry. By having a
good electric load forecasting, the generation of electricity can be made at its required
level as the demand in the country. By maintaining that level, electric industry will
make the optimum profitapartof creating reliability on the electric supply.
Nowadays, there are number of techniques and applications used to perform the
electric load forecasting. From the usage of mathematical theories until today the
application of some models is being used to generate a precise load forecasting data.
1.2 Problem statement
1,2,1 Problem identification
Generation of electrical energy basically can be doneby using two sources which are
renewable source such as wind, solar energy hydroelectric generation. The other
source is from unrenewable source type for example coal, fuel and gas. These
unrenewable sources basically have veryhighprice. So in order to generate electricity
using this type of source will consume very high cost. Due to this problem, supplying
electrical energy which too high from demand will generate losses to the company.
However, if the electric energy generated lower than demand, it will cause some
damage in the electrical system. Responding to the issue, this project is carried out to
predict a load trending so that the generation ofelectrical energy is always inline with
the demand.
1.2.2 Significant ofthe project
By studying Malaysia's load demand, electrical load demand can be predicted and
forecasted as accurate as possible. By having electrical load demand forecasted,
generation of electricity can be optimized and the wastage of power can be reduced.
However in order to maintain a reliable distribution of electrical power, surplus
generation of electricity should be maintained. By having this, any local or small
failure would not be affecting the whole system.
Apart of that, by having this project, fuzzy logic can be manipulated to forecast the
electrical load demand. As known, fuzzy logic is one of intelligent system which
might open other way of load forecast technique in the future.
1.3 Objectives
While doing this project, there are certain objectives that need to be achieved in order
to determine the successfulness of the project. The objectives of the project are;
• Gain a reliable forecast or prediction data of electrical load demand
for Malaysia seven days a week.
• Producea systembased on fuzzy logic (fuzzytechsoftware) to do the
load forecasting analysis.
• Develop a system that capable to forecast electrical load demand in
Malaysia for 1 hour ahead and 19 hours ahead.
• Develop a good engineering ethics and exposed to a similar
engineering work.
Besides of the objectives, there are also several items that have been set as scope of
study in order to ensure the project is done in the right path. Basically, the scopes of
study for this project are;
• Apply all the theories and knowledge that learned in electrical
power system studies.
• Study and apply the fuzzy logic system through the fuzzytech
software.
• Do some comparison between fuzzy logic with the other models
used for load forecasting.
1.4 Relevancy of the project
This project is applicable for nowadays load generation and distribution system. The
project aims at minimizing the electricity generation cost by minimizing the amount
ofpower wastage during distribution. In the electrical generation plant, the prediction
of rawmaterial being used especially those from unrenewable source being optimized
to reduce losses. Apart of that, by having good electrical load forecasting data may
create a reliable electrical load distribution system. This is because whenever the
demand of electricity is higher than generation, problem such as under voltage, over
currentmight occur and damagethe electricalequipment.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Electrical load forecasting
Accurate models for electric power load forecasting are essential to the operation and
planning of a utility company. Load forecasting helps an electric utility to make
important decisions including decisions on purchasing and generating electric power,
load switching, and infrastructure development. Load forecasts are extremely
important for energy suppliers, financial institutions, and otherparticipants in electric
energygeneration, transmission, distribution, and markets.
Load forecasts can be divided into three categories: short-term forecasts which are
usually from one hour to one week, medium forecasts which are usually from a week
to a year, and long-term forecasts which are longer than a year. The forecasts for
different time horizons are important for different operations within a utility
company. The natures of these forecasts are different as well. For example, for a
particular region, it is possible to predict the next day load with an accuracy of
approximately 3-5%. However, it is impossible to predict the next year peak load
with the similar accuracy since accurate long-term weather forecasts are not available.
It is also possible, according to the industry practice, to predict the weather
normalized load, which would take place for average annual peak weather conditions
or worse than average peak weather conditions for a given area. Weather normalized
load is the load calculated for the so-called normal weather conditions which are the
average of the weather characteristics for the peak historical loads over a certain
period of time. The duration of this period varies from one utility to another. Most
companies take the last 25-30 years of data. Load forecasting has always been
important for planning and operational decision conducted by utility companies.
However, with the deregulation of the energy industries, load forecasting is even
more important. With supply and demand fluctuating and the changes of weather
conditions and energy prices increasing during peak situations, load forecasting is
vitally important for utilities. Short-term load forecasting can help to estimate load
flows and to make decisions that can prevent overloading. Timely implementations of
such decisions lead to the improvement of network reliability and to the reduced
occurrences of equipment failures and blackouts. Load forecasting is also important
for contract evaluations and evaluations of various sophisticated financial products on
energy pricing offered by the market.
2.2 Affecting factors on load forecasting
From the studies performed, electrical load demand can be identified as a non linear
system which always changed depends onthe factors that might affect onit. Basically
there are 4 major factors that affect the electrical loaddemand. They are;
• Weather temperature
• Day type
• Special event or activities
• Time (hourly)
These 4 particulars will be fuzzificated (technique that used inorder to design a fuzzy
logic system) and included as the input while performing the fuzzy logic technique in
the fuzzytech software
From the analysis done, shown that any increments of weather temperature will
increase the electrical load demand. Figure below is a graph that shows the
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Figure 1 Relation between weather temperature and electrical load demand
Besides of the surrounding temperature, day also may contribute to the electrical
trending. From studies, it can be said that electrical energy consumed higher in
working days than holidays or weekend. This trending can be seen in figure below
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Figure 2 Electrical trending ina week vs time (12th - 18th July 2004)
From the figure 2 above, it can be seen that electrical consumption in working days
(Monday - Thursday) is larger compared to weekend (Saturday and Sunday). In
Friday, the trending is quite high but a little bit low since Kelantan district have their
weekend on Friday.
23 Fuzzy logic (Fuzzytech software)
Fuzzytech basically is software that applies fuzzy logic technique to perform a system
that developed by the user. The fuzzy logic can perform several task based on rules
that decided or created by the user. The advantage of using fuzzy logic technique
instead of previous way of load forecasting is its user friendly criteria. In previous
day, load forecasting job is performed by those senior engineers who most of them
had done the job for more than a decade. However, by developing a system in
fuzzytech software, even a fresh graduate engineer will be able to perform the load
forecasting job just by knowing several simple step or knowledge in fuzzy logic
technique and fuzzytech software.
In the fuzzytech software, generally there are 3 basic steps to be performed in order to











Figure 3 : Simplified diagram of work flow in fuzzytech software.
In fuzzification method is applied in order to determine a degree of validity for a
certain problem or condition. This is actually work key in fuzzytech software in order
to perform a fuzzy logic technique. This is because fuzzy logic technique is only can
be applied the best in figure. By fuzzification method, the condition is changed or
converted to figures in order to perform the fuzzy logic technique. For example, the
determination of hot weather may invite some difficulties. By using fuzzification
technique, a range of weather temperature will be assigned a number from 0 to 1 to
justify its degree of validity for hot weather. Below is an example of fuzzification for
weather temperature from 28°C to 38°C.
Table 1 : Example of fuzzification technique












2.3.1 Fuzzy rules (if-then rules)
Generally fuzzy rules are created based on input-output pair of equation. In load
forecasting, linguistic variable such as weather temperature, day, initial load demand
will become the input of the system. The fuzzy forecasting model will be constructed
using the model equation for example
If "Day" is Sunday AND "Initial load" is 7150 AND "weather temperature "is 25A
THEN the "Forecast load demand" is 7300.
After fuzzification, then the data will be processed through a rule block. This rule
block is created by the userbased on fuzzy logic rules and the purpose of the project
performed. For this project, the rule block is created to perform the load forecasting
task. Figure below shows anexample of fuzzy rules that created in fuzzy rule block.
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Figure 4 Sample of fuzzy rules that created in fuzzy ruleblock
After all the data is processed, then defuzzification technique is performed on the
output data that created from the rule block. This is done in order to convert back the
numerical value into a data that can be understood. In other words, defuzzification
technique is the inverse of fuzzification technique.
2.4 Conventional methods of load forecasting
Most forecasting methods use statistical techniques or artificial intelligence
algorithms such as regression, neural networks, fuzzy logic, and expert systems. Two
of the methods, end-use and econometric approach are broadly used for medium- and
long-term forecasting. A variety of methods, which include the similar day approach,
various regression models, time series, neural networks, statistical learning
algorithms, fuzzy logic, and expert systems have been developed for short-term
forecasting. A large variety of mathematical methods and ideas have been used for
load forecasting. The development and improvements of appropriate mathematical
tools will lead to the development of more accurate load forecasting techniques. The
accuracy of load forecasting depends not only on the load forecasting techniques, but
also on the accuracy of forecasted weather scenarios.
10
In conventional methods, mathematical approach had been used broadly over the
world. This approach basically assumed that electrical load trending as a non-linear
system which can be replaced as a mathematical equation. However, these
conventional approaches have several major disadvantages if compared with the
intelligent system that being used nowadays. Some of the disadvantages are;
• Large error compared to intelligent system
o Error of forecast result using mathematical approach about 5-8%
compared to intelligent system about 3-4%
• Complex mathematical calculation
• Inherent limitation
o Too many assumption did in the mathematical calculation





In order to establish the fuzzy logic system in the fuzzytech software, some studies
need to be performed in the first step. The leak of knowledge and experience as the
system is used for the first time require some duration of time to be familiarized.
After the system or software being studied and understood, than the electrical load
forecast system is developed based on knowledge and datagathered in electrical load
demand analysis step. Here therules of fuzzy logic are created and adjusted to getthe
best forecasting data. Figure 2 below is a simplified diagram showing the system
design approach.
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Figure 5 : Flowchartof systemdesign approach
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Basically, this project is performed in two major parts which are 1 hour ahead load
forecast and 19 hours ahead load forecast. In first 6 month, the project is concentrated
on doing the literature review and 1 hour ahead load forecast system. Then in
following 6 month, 19 hours ahead load forecast systemis developed
In orderto ensure a good andpractical system is developed, literature review done in
many aspect. Basically the most interested aspects are
• Load profile analysis
• Electrical load demand in Malaysia
• Electrical generation and transmission in Malaysia
• Electrical load forecasting
• Approach that done previously in forecasting the electrical load
• Difference between conventional method and fuzzy system
Generally those are 6 major topics that have been studied and researched previously.
By knowing them, the project flows become easier to be understood and performed.
Apart of selfresearch, there are planned meeting with the TNB's personnel who is a
senior engineer that perform the load forecasting task for TNB in Malaysia. By
having this meeting, much information onload forecasting and electrical load demand
in Malaysia is gathered.
After a phase research and studies is performed, than the system on fuzzytech
software is developed. Here, some real data will be analyzed in parallel as the
research going on. This is done to ensure a highquality project is established and the
successfulness of the projectby applying as much knowledge in it.
Apart of the work flow, Gantt chart is also established in order to ensure the
workflow is more systematic and organized. Besides, by having Gantt chart, the
project progress can be monitored and at the same time ensure the completion of the




As stated in chapter 2, weather temperature is one of the main factors that affect the
result of load forecast data. For this project, temperature from Subang is considered
as on of the input thatmy affect the load forecasting result. This is because Subang is
one of the cities thathaveveryhigh electrical load demand in Malaysia. Apart of that,
location of Subang which are in the middle of Peninsula Malaysia can be referred as
average Malaysia's weather temperature
3.3 Load forecast system
In thisproject, there are three types of load forecast system was designed. They are;
• 1 hour ahead load forecast
• 19 hours ahead load forecast
• 1 month ahead load forecast
1 hour ahead load forecast actually is a basic system of load forecast. By having this
system, it can be applied into more practical system which is 19 hours ahead load
forecast system.
3.3.1 1 hour ahead loadforecast
For 1 hour ahead load forecast system, studies on power analysis of Malaysia load
demand is done. As stated in chapter 2, fuzzy system in the fuzzytech software is
created based on the history data that set as the rule of the system. In this case,
electrical load demand and temperature data of Malaysia in July 2003 was studied
and analyzed.
After sufficient data gathered, the fuzzy logic system is developed in fuzzytech
software to forecast the electric load demand. This process is started from
determination of input data. For 1 hour ahead load forecast system, there are three





After the input of the system is determined, theyneed to be converted into fuzzy data
first for the system understands them. In this case, fuzzification method is performed
to those data. After determination of the input parameters, then the rule block is
generated basedon history data thathavebeen studied. The rules are developed based
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Figure 6 : Fuzzysystem that developed for electrical load forecasting
3.3.2 19 and 17 hours ahead load forecast
19 hours ahead load forecast basically is an advance design from the 1 hour ahead
load forecast that was designed previously. This system is designin orderto fulfill the
practical requirement of load forecasting in the real world. Commonly, the electric
load is forecasted in 24 hours set of data. Figure 4 and figure 5 below showing the
time frame of the fuzzy system that designed.
Basically this system is designed in two parts which is Fzl (19 hours ahead load
forecast) which is capable to forecast the electric load demand from 0200 hours until
2000 hours. This system will only usepoint of current load demand at 0100 hours and
forecasted hourly temperature data. Meanwhile the second part of the system is called
Fz2 (17 hours ahead load forecast) which is used to forecast the electric load demand
from 1300 hours until 0400 hours the next day by using current load demand at 1200
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Figure 8 Timeline of target forecast data for 19 hours ahead load forecast
part 2
3.3.3 1 month ahead loadforecast
This system basically uses the same model as 19 hours ahead load forecast. The
difference is in this system, it uses the forecasted data as for every point of input
required in the system. So in this case, the input data that used in this system is only
actual data at 0100 hours on 1st July 2004 and forecasted hourly temperature data for
the whole month to forecast the hourly electric load demand in next 30 days period.
Figure of interface page below would explain better ontheapplication of the system.
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Figure 9 Interface page used for 1 month ahead load forecast
As stated before, for 1 month ahead load forecast, it's only take point of current load
demand at 0100 hour on 1st July 2004 and the forecasted temperature data for Fzl
system. By using this data, the system is able to forecast the electrical load demand
for the next 19 hours. By using this forecasted data, result at 1200 hour is taken and
implemented into Fz2 model (green highlighted box). Here, the system is capable to
17
forecast the electrical load demand for the next 17 hours until 0400 hour of the next
day. As done before, here the forecasted data at 0100 hour is taken back and
implemented to the Fzl model to forecast the next load demand (blue highlighted
box). This chain activity is applied until result of forecasted data for the whole month
is obtained.
3.4 Fuzzy system
In designing the system of 19 hours ahead load forecast, steps that used for designing
1 hour ahead load forecast is repeated. However due to additional value of result,
more detail study on previous or history data should be done. Here electrical load of
Malaysia and temperature data of Subang for May until June 2004 is studied. By
using these analysis data, this system is expected to forecast the load demand for
period of July until September 2004.
Apart of additional input data analysis, some modification of the fuzzy system also
performed in order to ensure its capability of forecasting 19 hours ahead load
demand. In this system, fuzzy rule blocks are connected in series by using the
previous forecasted load. For example, fuzzy rule block 1 (RBI) will generate result
of forecasted load for time at 0200 hours. The second rule block (RB2) will use the
forecasted load from RBI as its input in order to forecast the electric load at time
0300 hours. Figure below shows the architecture of fuzzy system that designed for 19
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In 19hours ahead load forecast system, basically there are 3 factors that considered as
the membership function of the fuzzy system (fuzzy input). Theyare;
• Day type
• Weather temperature
• Initial load demand
These 3 inputs are converted into fuzzy data using fuzzification method. Here, each
term is assigned a number so that it can be understood by the fuzzy. The fuzzy
number assignation is as below;




Figure below shown membership function ofday type inthe fuzzy model.
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Figure 12 Membership function of day type
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Figure 13 Membership function for temperature
This data actually attached to each rule blocks which is designed based on hourly
basis. In order to do the electrical load forecasting task, the user need to know the
forecast weather temperature data in the first place.
For the third input which is initial load demand, the data is also divided into 5 terms
which are;
• Very low : (6000MW- 7300MW)
• Low : (7301MW - 8600MW)
• Medium : (8601MW - 9900MW)
• High : (9901MW- 11200MW)
• Very high : (11201MW-12500MW)
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Figure belowshows membership function of initial loaddemand input data
Figure 14 Membership function of initialloaddemand
For this system, the input data is required as the initial point of forecasting task. As
stated previously, the system is divided into 2 parts. For the first part (part 1) the
electrical load demand at 0100 is required as the initial input data to forecast the
hourly electrical load demand until 2000. Meanwhile for second part of the system
(part 2) electrical load demand at 1200 is required in order perform the hourly
forecasting task until 0400 on the next day.
3.4.2 Fuzzy rules
The fuzzy rules basically represent the knowledge of the system. Linguistic variable
is used as the vocabulary to express the control strategy of a fuzzy logic controller. In
this project, basically there are about 19 rule blocks design for part 1 of the system
and 17 rule blocks for part 2. Number of rules created for each rule block depends on
the input variable and the accuracy needed for each forecast result. Basically,
increment of rules used for each rule block will increase the accuracy of the system.
However, additional unnecessary rules will increase the memory size used by the
system which will increase the cost of the system. Figure below is an example of
fuzzy rules that created in the fuzzy ruleblock.
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• 2 Oat high very_high 1.00 high
. 3 Sat high low 1.00 medium









•j low 1.00 medium
\ r. low very_high 1.00 low




! 1" ^un very.high 1.00 medium
? 12 Mon_Thu very_high very_high 1.00 very_high
i ~ f-'on Thu very__high high 1.00 very_high
medium"4 "on_Thu medium high 1.00
' "5 ^on_Thu very_high medium 1.00 very_high
! "G ^on_Thu high low 1.00 high
1 17 Mon Thu high low TotT very_high
1 1* Monjhu
von_Thu
high veriLhigh 1.00 very_high
•a very_high medium 1.00 high
• 20 K-i high very_high 1.00 very_high
i Tri high medium 1.00 high
I o-* F*i high
high
low 1.00 high
• 23 ~'\ very_high 1.00 high
: 24 hi high high 1.00 high
1 25




After the system is designed and the result is generated, then some analysis is
performed on the forecasted load. Basically the result of forecasted load will be
compared with the actual load in order to justify the accuracy and percentage of error
that generated by the system. By doing this analysis, the fuzzy rules can be tuned
again in order to achieve the best accuracy and lowest error percentage. In this
project, the tuning task is performed by using 3 ways below;
• Tune the rules' degree of validity
• Tune the membership of functions' highest point
• Review fuzzy rules
By performing the tuning task, errors that occur in the system are reduced. In the
initial state of the system, error of forecasted data with the actual data is about 10% to
12%. However, after some revision done on the system, percentage of error is
reduced below 4%
3.6 Interface
In order to make the designed system is much user friendly, an interface model is
created using Microsoft Excel program. Here, a worksheet is linked by using DDE
Links function that available in the Fuzzytech software. By fill in the desired data that
required as the fuzzy system designation, user might perform the load forecasting task
by using Microsoft Excel as it interface. Figure below shows the interface worksheet
that created for the fuzzy model.
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In order to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the forecasted data, some error
analysis is performed. The error of each hour forecasted data is simply calculated by
using formula below;
Forecasted data - Actual data
Forecast error{s) = x 1UU /o
Actual data
In this system, error is calculated based oneach part of the fuzzy model which ispart




Where e is representing electrical load demand and a desired time. In this case, the
error at time 0100 hours until 2000 hours is taken into consideration and the average
value is calculated.
For fuzzy model ofpart 2 (Fz2) ofthe system, average error is calculated as
Average error =
yj (g,+s2+g3+g4)+(g12 +g13 +g14+...+g24)
17
This is done due to forecast data from 0100 until 0400 is generated by previous day
(dayn.i) of fuzzy model. Table below shows error calculation done for forecast result




thError calculation done on forecast result for Tuesday (13 July
actual forecast Forecast Err























































9:00 29.2 9,936 9887 - 0.49 -
10:00 30.9 10,628 10533.7 - 0.89 -













14:00 28.8 11,396 11349.5 11356.5 0.41 0.35
15:00 25.2 11,346 11353.4 11362.5 0.07 0.15
16:00 25.1 11,153 11202.3 11181.3 0.44 0.25
17:00 25.5 10,910 11091.7 10894.8 1.67 0.14
18:00 23.4 10,273 10156.2 10108.6 1.14 1.60












22:00 23.5 9,848 - 9683.3 - 1.67
23:00 23.6 9,131 - 9242.6 - 1.22
0:00 23.7 8,645 - 8600 0.52
Here error calculation for forecasted data for 19 hours ahead load forecast (Fzl) is
calculated by using data in the green highlighted box meanwhile error calculation
data for Fz2 is taken from blue highlighted box.
3.7.1 Intercept error calculation
In the fuzzy model that designed, there is an interception of output data generated.
The intercept data is at 0200 hours to 0500 hours and the other part is at 1300 hours to
2000 hours. Here some error generated from both model at particular data (data that
intercept between Fzl and Fz2) is compared and analyzed. By performing this task,




4.1 Results of 19 hours ahead and 17 hours ahead load forecast system
After the system is developed, then some experiment is done in order to test the
reliability and accuracy of the system. Basically, the test is performed by comparing
the forecast data using thefiizzy system with the actual value. Graphs and table below
show the experiment result which are taken from forecast data on Sunday (4l July
2004) until Saturday (10th July 2004).
Here, fzl graph represent the output result from 19hours ahead load forecast system
(0200 until 2000) meanwhile fz2 graph represent the output data for 17 hours ahead
load forecast system (1300 until 0400 the next day). Actual graph represent the actual
value of electrical load demand at the particular time. Full result of the forecasted
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thTable 7 Forecast result and error calculation for Thursday (8 July 2004)
actual
date time temp load Fz1 Fz2 err Fz1 errFz2
Thursday 8-Jul-04 1:00 25.0 8,379 8769.1 4.66









































9:00 27.7 9,891 9878.9 0.12
10:00 28.7 10,470 10514.4 0.42
11:00 29.6 10,743 11061.7 2.97
12:00 30.8 10,942 11066.3 1.14
13:00 31.2 10,507 10470.5 10446.5 0.35 0.58
14:00 32.0 10,895 11341.3 11358.6 4.10 4.26
15:00 32.5 10,962 11341.3 11358.6 3.46 3.62
16:00 30.8 11,064 11341.3 11357.5 2.51 2.65
17:00 29.3 10,633 11026.9 10863.9 3.70 2.17
18:00 29.2 9,975 9892.6 9667.8 0.83 3.08
19:00 28.0 9,873 9344.5 9513.4 5.35 3.64
20:00 27.4 10,398 10188.3 10105 2.02 2.82
21:00 26.9 10,199 10221.9 0.22
22:00 26.2 9,715 9698.5 0.17
23:00 25.9 9,147 9250 1.13
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4.2 Result of 1 month ahead load forecast
As stated in chapter 3, this system uses the same model for 19 hours and 17 hours
ahead load forecast system. The difference is this system use the forecasted data
previously to forecast another set ofdata. The advantage of this system is its only use
one point of actual load which is at 0100 hours on 1st July and hourly forecasted
temperature data to forecast the electrical load demand for the month of July. Graph
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Figure 28 Result offourth week of July for 1month ahead load forecast
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Figure 29 Result offifth week ofJuly for l month ahead load forecast
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4.3 Error calculation
4.3.1 19 hours and 17 hours ahead loadforecast
Below is the result summary oferror calculation done on forecast result from Is July
2004 until 31st July2004.
Table 10 Summary of average error analysis calculation (daily) for tested





































































































4.3.2 1 month ahead load forecast
Table below shows the summary of error calculation for 1 month ahead load forecast
result.
Table 11 Summary of error analysis calculation for tested 1 month ahead






































































































In order to justify a better system to be followed while intercept condition happen,
analysis on error generated by both system is done. Below is the summary of result
obtained from the analysis.
Table 12 Summary ofintercept error between Fzl and Fz2 for 1st July 2004
until 20th July 2004
Date intercept time Fz1 error (%) Fz2 error (%)




















































































































Table 13 Summary of intercept error between Fzl and Fz2 for 21st July
2004until 31st July2004



































































From the calculation done, an analysis is performed based onthedata obtained. Table
below shows the analysis result.
Table 14 Summary of analysis done on average error calculation for













From the analysis done, seen that Fzl system capable to produce a forecast data
which has less error than Fz2 system. In this case, result of Fzl is taken to have more




Generation of electrical energy consumed very high cost especially those that using
unrenewable source as their raw material. Short term load forecast is a vital task in
electrical generation industry in order reduces the wastage of electrical energy while
distributed. As the price of the raw material increase, optimizing the usage of the
source also might increase they profit in the industry.
Fuzzy logic technique is used in this load forecasting task because its capability to
deal with non-linear system. The system is capable to perform possibility theory in
order to measure uncertainty or ambiguity for the randomness measurement using
fuzzy sets of linguistic rules in form of IF-THEN rules. This is because fuzzy logic is
kind of intelligent system that has capability to think without any requirement of a
precise input.
By having this project performed, the short term electrical load demand basically can
be forecasted by using fuzzy logic technique which implemented in fuzzytech
software. With basic design of 1 hour ahead load forecast system, the fuzzy model is
expended to forecast in longer period which is 19 hours and 17 hours ahead load
forecast system. This is done in order to ensure the system or model that designed is
capable to be used in practical world. Apart of that, the system also is capable to
forecast the electrical load demand in time range of 1 month ahead.
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However due to limitation of historical data, the system only capable to reach about
97% to 98% average accuracy of the forecast data compared with the actual. This
result is fulfilled the TNB requirement which is below 4% error. Some difficulties
occurred in forecasting the electrical load demand when there is an abnormality
happened in the energy trending. There is certain time where the relation between
temperature and electrical load demand is not the same as usual. In this case, fuzzy
logic system is not able to forecast the load demand accurately. Lower accuracy
detected on forecast data for Saturday and Sunday. This is because the fine tuning
task that performed on these two days is limited if compared with fine tuning for day
of Monday to Thursday. This is also due to limitation of historical data that gathered
for load profile analysis task to be performed. As additional, this system using
previous forecast data in order to predict the load demand for the next hour. Due to
this idea of designation, the error is cumulated to the next forecast data which might
increase every time being forecasted.
Apart of that, load demand in Saturday also varies from week to week. This is
because some of the state have their holiday on Saturday and the others not. Besides
there also an alternate holiday on Saturday. Other than that, some holiday that fall on
Sunday or others public holiday will also replaced on Saturday. However will little
research and analysis on the special event in Malaysia, the accuracy of load
forecasting system on Saturday is increased.
However with some effort that given on this project, the system is capable to forecast
the electrical load demand in 19 hours ahead (0200 to 2000) for part 1 and 17 hours
ahead (1300 to 0400 on the next day) for part 2 of the system with average error less
than 3%. Apart of that, the system also capable to forecast electrical load demand for




Load forecasting is a vital task that should be performed by every electrical
generation industry. It is recommended to all electrical generation company to have
the latest and most accurate system for load forecasting to optimize their profit.
Fuzzy logic is one of the latest intelligent systems that available in the market
nowadays. Fuzzy logic known as a controller that might perform better than the other
intelligent system especially when dealing with non linear system and there is
heuristic knowledge from human operators. It is recommended to use fuzzy logic
controller into various application in the systemnowadays.
After doing this project, some weakness of the system detected. The system only
capable to process limited number of variable. Based on the task perform, it only
capable to process below 59 variables (including input, output variables and fuzzy
rule block) for one model. Initially, the designation of the system is planned to be
able to forecast electrical load demand in 24 hours ahead. However due to the
limitation, the model need to be split into 2 parts which are 19 hours ahead (0200 to
2000) and 17 hours ahead (1300 to 0400 on the next day). It is quite an advantage for
the fuzzy system if it capable toprocess larger number ofvariable in one model.
Apart of that, load profile analysis is also recommended to be performed in longer
period. By having longer period of data, it may help in designing the fuzzy rules
which will be used in order to forecast the electrical load demand. With more facts
and information gathered, it will improve the accuracy oftheforecast result.
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Tuning of the fuzzy system is one of the main tasks that should be performed while
designing fuzzy system. The designed model should be tuned several times until an
optimal result is obtained. These optimum results data should have an average error
less than orequal to 5%. The fuzzy rules should beredefined several times to increase
the system accuracy. Instead of redefining, the rules might be added manually to
achieve the objective. Apart of that, adjusting degree of support (DoS) is one way of
tuning the fuzzy model.
48
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APPENDIX A
FUZZY RULES - FZl (19 HOURS AHEAD LOAD FORECAST)
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veryjow low 0.50 veryjow
low medium 1.00 veryjow
veryjow low 1.00 low
low low 0.50 medium




Mon_Thu veryjow 1.00 veryjow
Mon_Thu veryjow low 1.00 low
Sat veryjow veryjow 0.20 veryjow
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Rule block number 5 Fzl (forecast result for 0600 hours)
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• • i low low 0.80 low
i 4 rv. -i_Thu low veryjow 1.00 low
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Rule block number 7 Fzl (forecast result for 0800 hours)
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Sat low medium 1.00 medium
Sat low veryjow 0.50 low




low medium 1.00 low
Sun low low 1.00 low
















Mon_Thu medium 0.30 medium
Mon_Thu medium 1.00 high
Mon_Thu medium low 1.00 high
MonJThu
MonJThu
low low 1.00 high
low low 1.00 medium
MonJThu low veryjow 1.00 high
Mon_Thu high medium 1.00 high
Fri medium medium 1.00 high
Fri medium veryjow 1.00 high
Fri medium low 1.00 high
Fri low low 1.00 medium
Fri low medium 1.00 high
Rule block number 8 Fzl (forecast result for 0900 hours)
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2 Sat medium •high 1.00 medium
3
4
Sat medium jlow 1.00 medium
Sat medium | low 0.80 high
5 Sat medium medium 1.00 high






8 veryjow 1.00 medium
9 Sat low veryjow 0.50 high
10 Sun low high 1.00 low













Sun veryjow low 0.20 veryjow
medium
low
Sun low veryjow 1.00
Sun low veryjow 0.30
18
19




20 MonJThu medium 1.00 high
21 MonJThu low | low 1.00 medium
22 Mon Thu high | low 1.00 high
23 MonJThu high veryjow 1.00 high
















30 Fri medium 1.00 high
31 Fri high veryjow 1.00 high
32 i |y;












1 Sat :medi medium 0.70 high
2 Sat medium high 1.00 high
3 iSat high high 1.00 high
4 Sat veryjow high 1.00 low
5 Sat veryjow low 1.00 low
G Sat low medium 1.00 medium











10 Sun low high 1.00 medium
11 :Sun very_.low medium 1.00 veryjow
12 Sun low medium 1.00 low
13 MonJThu high high 1.00 very_high
14 | MonJThu high medium 1.00 high
15 MonJThu high high 1.00 high
16 Mon_Thu medium medium 1.00 medium
17 Mon_Thu high medium 0.50 very_high
18 MonJThu high veryjow 1.00 high
19 MonJThu high low 1.00 high
20 Fri high high 1.00 very_high
21 Fri high veryjow 0.50 very_high
22 IFri high medium 0.40 very_high
23 |Fri high medium 1.00
1.00
high
high24 Fri high high
25 Fri high veryjow 1.00 high
26 |y
Rule block number 10 Fzl (forecast result for 1100 hours)
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low high 0.80 low
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: 5 Sat high very_low 0.50 high
i 6 Sat medium medium 1.00 medium
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Monjhu very_low 1.00 high
Fri very_high medium 1.00 high
: 25 Fri very_high veryjow 1.00 high
j 26 Fri very_high high 1.00 high
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Fri very_high high 0.50 very_high
Fri medium high 1.00 high
| 29 :Fri very_high very_high 1.00 veryjiigh
• 30 IFri high very_high 1.00 high
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-•It high medium 0.50 high
-J& high medium 1.00 medium
:at low high 1.00 low












lun very_high 1.00 medium




Tun veryjiigh 1.00 low
lun medium very_high 1.00 low
"onJThu veryjiigh veryjiigh 1.00 veryjiigh
"on_Thu veryjiigh very_high 0.30 high
""on_Thu high medium 1.00 high
•"onjhu high high 1.00 high
fonJThu high high 0.40 medium
f"on_Thu medium high 1.00 medium
J"on_Thu high very_high 1.00 high
r-'onJThu veryjiigh high 0.50 veryjiigh
MonJThu veryjiigh high 0.80 high





mediumr.'" "" low 1.00
1 : veryjow 1.00 high
h". high high 1.00 high
Fi high very_high 1.00 high
1 ' veryjiigh very_high 1.00 high
I-. high veryjiigh 0.20 veryjiigh
Rule block number 12 Fzl (forecast result for 1300 hours)
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1 !Sat high very_high 1.00 high






4 ISat h 1.00 high
5 ;Sat medium medium 1.00 medium
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7 | Sat medium low 1.00 medium
8 .Sun low high 1.00 low
9 ;Sun medi
low
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10 |Sun medium 1.00 low
11 ISun medium very_high 1.00 low
12 iSun low ve
ve
y_high 1.00 low
13 |Sun low y_high 1.00 medium
14 )MonJThu very_.high very_high 1.00 very_high
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h 1.00 high
18 jMonJThu high y_high 1.00 high
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31 IFri high low 0.80 medium
32 ! Fri medium low 1.00 high
33 j
Rule block number 13 Fzl (forecast result for 1400 hours)
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"ui very_high 1.00 low
:L-n very_high 1.00 medium
I i-n low medium 1.00 low
"i n low medium 0.20 medium





"1-jn Thu high 1.00 high




"lunJThu medium 1.00 veryjiigh
"i-inJThu high low 1.00 high





"'•jnJThu veryjow 1.00 veryjiigh
"ion Thu very_high 1.00 high
•ijn.Thu very_high medium 1.00 high
-'; high very_high 1.00 very_high
-i" high medium 1.00 high
~i medium medium 0.20 medium
".• high low 1.00 high
~l. high very_high 1.00 high
-. high high 1.00 high
•- high high 0.50 very_high
jvj

























?>4 low high 1.00 low
-t high very_high 1.00 medium
v-t medium high 1.00 medium




:- n veryjiigh 1.00 low
^ n medium veryjiigh 1.00 medium
j-n low high 1.00 low
. -n low high 0.50 medium
: n low low 1.00 low
'-• n low low 0.20 medium
vjn_Thu very_high very_high 1.00 veryjiigh
v-jn„Thu very_high high 1.00 high




'•' jn_Thu medium 1.00 high
"•'•>n_Thu high low 0.80 high
". >n_Thu high low 1.00 very_high
"tonJThu very_high veryjow 1.00 very_high
"lonJThu very_high veryjow 1.00 high




"1ijn_Thu high 1.00 high
.-"n high very_high 1.00 high
-:i very_high very_high 1.00 very_high
.'ii medium very_high 1.00 very_high
-n medium high 1.00 high




.' ii veryjow 1.00 high
ii high veryjow 0.50 very_high
V
Rule block number 15 Fzl (forecast result for 1600 hours)
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Spreadsheet Rule Fditor - KU16












2 Sat high very_high 1.00 medium
3 Sat medium veryjow 1.00 medium
4 Sat medium low 0.70 low
5 Sat medium low 1.00 medium
6 Sat medium medium 1.00 medium

















12 Sun high 1.00 low
13 Sun medium low 1.00 low
14 Sun low low 1.00 low
15 Sun low veryjow 0.30 veryjow
16 MonJThu high medium 1.00 high
17 MonJThu very_high high 1.00 high
—-
18 Mon_Thu very_high high 0.20 medium
19 Mon_Thu very_high medium 1.00 very_high
20 Mon_Thu very_high very_high 1.00 high
21 Mon_Thu very_high high 0.50 very_high
__
22 MonJThu very_high low 1.00 high
23
24




25 ;MonJThu very_high 1.00 very_high
26 'Mon Thu high low 1.00 high






28 MonJThu 1.00 very_high
29 Mon_Thu veryjow 0.10 medium
30 jMonJThu medium low 1.00 low
31 IFri high medium 1.00 high
32 IFri high high 1.00 high
33 Fri very_high very_high 1.00 very_high
34 Fri high very_high 1.00 high
35 Fri very_high high 1.00 high
36 Fri high low 1.00 high
37
38
Fri high veryjow 1.00 high
jv

















! 2 Sat medium medium 1.00 medium
I 3 Sat medium low 1.00 low
Sat
Sat
medium high 100 medium
I 5 medium medium 0.50 low
i 6 Sat low high 100 low
\ 7 Sun low veryjiigh 1.00 low
! 8 Sun low high 1.00 low
i 9 Sun medium low 1.00 low
! 10 Sun low low 1.00 low
11 Sun low medium 1.00 low
12
13
Mon_Thu high very_high 0.30 high
Mon_Thu high high 1.00 high
i 14 Mon_Thu high medium 1.00 high
: 15 Mon_Thu medium high 1.00 medium
: 16 MonJThu veryjiigh very_high 1.00 high
•I 17 Mon Thu high low 1.00 high
:j 18 MonJThu high veryjow 100 high
:{ 19 Mon_Thu high veryjow 0.50 medium
*| 20 MonJThu very_high medium 1.00 high
j 21 MonJThu high medium 100 medium
i 22 MonJThu very_high high 0.80 high
I 23 Fri high medium 1.00 high
! 24 Fri high high 1.00 high
: 25 Fri high veryjiigh 1.00 high




Fri high veryjow 1.00 medium
Fri high veryjow 0.50 high
_ rJ
Rule block number 17 Fzl (forecast result for 1800 hours)
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. ^ __ n -»
• 1* __
forecastJ! 7







1 Sat medium high 1.00 medium
2 Sat medium veryjow 1.00 medium
3 Sat medium low 1.00 low
4 Sat medium medium 1.00 medium
5 ISat low high 1.00 low
6 Sun low high 1.00 low
7 Sun veryjow medium 1.00 low
—
8 Sun low veryjiigh 1.00 low
9
io"
Sun low medium 1.00 low
Sun low low 1.00 low
11 Sun low low 0.20 medium
12 Mon Thu low medium 1.00 low
13 Mon Thu high high 1.00 high
14
.__ _
MonJThu high medium 0.50 medium
Mon Thu medium medium loo-1 medium
16 Mon Thu high veryjiigh 1.00 high
17
18~
Mon Thu high low 1.00 high
MonJThu high low 1.00 medium
19
20™
Mon Thu medium high 1.00 medium
MonJThu high medium 1.00 high
21 Mon Thu medium veryjow 1.00 high
22
i ••
Mon Thu medium veryjow 1.00 medium
23 MonJThu medium low 1.00 high
—
24 MonJThu high veryjow 1.00 medium
25 Mon_Thu high high 0.80 medium
26 MonJThu medium low 0.50 medium
27
28
MonJThu medium medium 1.00 high
Mon Thu medium medium 0.80 low




Fri high high 0.50 high
—
Fri high high 1.00 medium
Fri high medium ! loo medium
33
34
Fri high veryjow 1.00 medium
fc'
Rule block number 18Fzl (forecast result for 1900hours)
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Sat low medium 1.00 low






low h 1.00 high
6 Sat medium veryjow 1.00 medium
7 ISat low lov•>
dium
1.00 low
8 iSat low me 1.00 medium
9 ;Sun low high 100 medium
10 Sun low medium 1.00 medium
11 Sun medium low 1.00 low
12 Sun low veryjow 1.00 medium





Mon Thu low dium 1.00 medium
MonJThu high high 1.00 high
; 16 MonJThu high me
me
dium 1.00 high
17 Mon_Thu medium dium 1.00 high
18 Mon_Thu medium medium 0.20 very_high
19 Mon_Thu high lot
ve
•4 1.00 high
20 jMonJThu medium ryjow 1.00 high
• 21
; 22




23 MonJThu medium ;dium 0.40 medium
24 Fri high low 1.00 high
25 Fri high medium 100 high
: 26 IFri medium medium 1.00 high
: 27 Fri medium veryjow 1.00 medium
28 Fri medium veryjow 1.00 high
29 IFri medium veryjow 0.40 veryjiigh
; 30 j V
Rule block number 19 for Fzl (forecast result for 2000 hours)
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APPENDIX B
FUZZY RULES -FZ2 (17 HOURS AHEAD LOAD FORECAST)
13 Spreadsheet Rule



















4 jSat medium 1.00 medium









0.30 Ilow8 ISat medium
9 {Sun low high 1.00 low
10 ]Sun low very_high 1.00 medium











low high 0.30 veryjow
medium very_high 1.00 low
veryjiigh very_high 1.00 veryjiigh
18 |Mori_Thu veryjiigh veryjiigh 0.30 high
19 IMorLThu high medium 1.00 high




high high 0.40 medium
medium high 1.00 medium
high veryjiigh 1.00 high
24 !Mon_Thu
25 IMorLThu
very_high high 0.80 high
very_high high 0.50 veryjiigh
2G iFri veryjiigh high 1.00 high




29 |Fri low 1.00 medium
30 ;Fri
31 ;Fri




p32 {Fri veryjiigh 1.00 high
33 IFri medium very_high 0.20 high
34 !
*- "~rtr __ ...„
Rule block number 1 for Fz2 (forecast result for 1300 hours)
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f^Tu
















5 ISat medium medium 1.00 medium




8 jSun high 1.00 low
9 :Sun medium high 1.00 medium
10 JSun low medium 1.00 low








15 jMonJThu very_high 1.00 veryjiigh
1G IMonJThu high high 1.00 veryjiigh
17 ;Mon_Thu high high 1.00 high
18 ;MonJThu high veryjiigh 1.00 high
13 ;MonJThu medium high 1.00 high
20 jMonJThu medium high 1.00 very_high
21 ;MonJThu high low 1.00 high
22 :Mon Thu high veryjow 1.00 veryjiigh
23 jMonJThu high veryjow 1.00 high
24 jMonJThu high medium 1.00 high
25 ;Mon_Thu high medium 1.00 very_high
26 ; Fri high medium 1.00 high
27 iFri high very_high 1,00 high










31 iFri low 1.00"" high
32 iFri low 0.80 medium
33 ;Fri medium low 1.00 high
34 i v:







































































































































































































Sat medium high 1.00 high
Sat medium low 1.00 medium
Sun low very_high 1.00 low











Sun low 0.20 medium
Mon_Thu veryjiigh veryjiigh 1.00 very_high
Mon Thu veryjiigh high 1.00 veryjiigh
MonJThu medium high 1.00 medium
Mon_Thu veryjiigh medium 1.00 very_high
















high low 0.20 medium
Mon_Thu high high 1.00 high
Fri high veryjiigh 1.00 high
Fri veryjiigh veryjiigh 1.00 very_high
Fri medium veryjiigh 1.00 very_high
Fri
Fri
medium high 1.00 high
high medium 1.00 high
Fri high low 1.00 high
Fri high veryjow 0.50 very_high
Fri high veryjow 1.00 high
V
Rule block number 4 for Fz2 (forecast result for 1600 hours)
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1 Sat medium 1.00 medium
2 Sat high very_high 1.00 medium




medium low 0.70 low
med
med
urn low 1.00 medium
urn medium 1.00 medium
7 Sat medium high 0.50 high
8 Sat medium high 1.00 medium
9 Sat low high 1.00 low
10 Sun low high 1.00 low
11 Sun medium veryjiigh 1.00 low
12 Sun medium high 1.00 low
13 Sun medium low 1.00 low
14 Sun low low 1.00 low
15 Sun low veryjow 0.30 veryjow
16 Mon_Thu high medium 1.00 high
17 IMon Thu very_high high 1.00 high
18 Mon Thu veryjiigh high 0.20 medium
19 Mon Thu very_high medium 1.00 very_high
20 Mon Thu very_high very_high 1.00 high
21 MonJThu veryjiigh high 0.50 veryjiigh
22 Mon_Thu veryjiigh low 1.00 high
23 IMonJThu very_high medium 1.00 high
24 MonJThu high high 1.00 high
25 Mon_Thu very_high veryjiigh 0.50 veryjiigh
26 Mon Thu high low 1.00 high
27 :Mon Thu high veryjow 1,00 high
28 IMon Thu very_high low 1.00 very_high
29 MonJThu high veryjow 0.10 medium
30 ;Mon_Thu medium low 1.00 low
31 IFri high medium 1.00 high
32 iFri high high 1.00 high
33 Fri very_high veryjiigh 1.00 veryjiigh
34 [Fri high very_high 1.00 high
35 ! Fri very_high high 1.00 high
high3G TFn """ very_high veryjow 1.00
37 i Ir.!
Rule block number 5 for Fz2 (forecast result for 1700hours)
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e1
*' nni| •••. - mm.



















1 Sat low 1.00 low




















Sun low medium 1.00 low












1S Mon_Thu high 0.50 veryjiigh '
r
:i




















MonJThu medium 1.00 medium















Fri high 1.00 medium
Fri high veryjow 1.00 medium
Fri high veryjow 0.50 high
iv[
Rule block number 6 for Fz2 (forecast result for 1800 hours)
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fHII






•lis • -,_(• -|-- - ;
iiiL-uIlhIii









• 4 Sat medium 1.00 medium
i =i Sat low high 1.00 low










£ iow 1.00 low
! "1 '. -.- i low low 0.20 medium
: "- I1' '-Thu low medium 1.00 low
; • *; r-iiJThu high high 1.00 jhigh
__
! "* f-L LThu high medium 0.50 medium
E " j K LThu medium medium 1.00 medium













! - high 1.00 medium
—
















• .• •* veryjow 1.00 medium




' ^ low 0.50 medium
/•> Mon_Thu medium medium 1.00 high
•j- Mon Thu medium medium 0.30 very__high
.?• MonJThu medium medium 0.80 low
-c. Fri high low 1.00 high









medium: j_ medium 1.00 i
-*^ veryjow 1.00 medium
•4 1 |v
Rule block number 7 for Fz2 (forecast result for 1900 hours)
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Sat high 1.00 medium








low low 1.00 low
Sat low medium 1.00 medium
Sat low low 1.00 high
Sun
Sun
low high 1.00 medium
low medium 1.00 medium
Sun medium low 1.00- low





Mon_Thu medium 1.00 medium
MonJThu high 1.00 high
MonJThu
MonJThu
high medium 1.00 high
medium medium 1.00 high
MonJThu medium medium 0.20 veryjiigh




MonJThu high 1.00 very_high
Mon_Thu medium high 1.00 high
Mon_Thu medium medium 0.40 medium
Fri high









Fri medium 1.00 high
Fri medium veryjow 1.0Q high
Fri medium veryjow 0.40 very_high
H
Rule block number 8 for Fz2 (forecast result for 2000 hours)
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Sat high medium 1.00 medium
Sat high high 1.00 medium
Sat medium veryjow 1.00 medium
Sat medium low 1.00 medium
Sat high medium 1.00 high















Sun medium low 1.00 medium
Sun medium low 0.50 high
Sun low low 1.00 veryjow
MonJThu medium medium 0.50 medium
MonJThu high high 1.00 high
Mon_Thu high medium 1.00 high
MonJThu high low 1.00 high
MonJThu high veryjow 1.00 high
MonJThu very_high medium 1.00 high
Mon_Thu medium medium 1.00 high







Fri high veryjow 0.50 high
Fri high high 1.00 high
rvl
Rule block number 9 for Fz2 (forecast result for 2100 hours)
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1 1 medium 1.00 high
- medium veryjow 1.00 medium
r medium low 1.00 medium
r. high low 1.00 medium
t low medium 1.00 low
—
1- Sun low low 1.00 low




























! " ,j Mon_Thu high veryjow 0.50 high
> Mon_Thu high veryjow 1.00 medium





; :i low 1.00 medium
mjm
_ - S
























Sat veryjow 1.00 medium









Sun medium medium 1.00 medium
Sun medium veryjow 1.00 low
Sun medium veryjow 1.00 medium
Sun medium medium 0.10 veryjow
Sun medium medium 1.00 low
Sun medium low 1.00 medium
MonJThu
MonJThu
medium low 1.00 low
highhigh medium 1.00
Mon_Thu high medium 1.00 medium










Mon_Thu high medium 0.50 very_high
MonJThu medium veryjow 1.00 medium
MonJThu high low 1.00 high
Fri high medium 1.00 medium
Fri high low 1.00 medium
Fri medium low 1.00 medium
Fri medium veryjow 1.00 medium
V















> medium low 1.00 medium





























j veryjow 1.00 medium
:j Mon_Thu low low 1.00 low
1! MonJThu ihigh medium 1.00 medium
12 Mon_Thu imedium medium 1.00 medium
13 Mon Thu : medium low 1.00 medium




















- f". low 1.00 medium
:c Fri medium medium 1.00 medium
21 iv
t..





























Sat low veryjow 1.00 low
Sat low low 1.00 low
Sat medium veryjow 1,00 low
Sat medium low 0.50 high
Sun low veryjow 1.00 low
Sun medium low 1.00 low
Sun low low 1.00 low








Mon Thu 1.00 medium
Mon Thu low 1.00 low







medium low 0.30 high
Fri medium low 1.00 medium
Fri medium low 1.00 low
Fri medium veryjow 1.00 low
1. . . H
Rule block number 13 for Fz2 (forecast result for 0100 hours of the next day)
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medium low 0.30 high
.
(v
Ruleblocknumber 14 forFz2 (forecast result for 0200hours of the next day)
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•tit A. !' !"
1-
Editor RB2
.!• -k 0 •«*







_ "edium low 1.00 low
3 • sryjow low 1.00 very_low






^j low 1.00 veryjow
— low 1.00 medium
t ."ledium medium 1.00 medium


































low j 1-00 very_low





low3 low I 1-0° medium
9 low veryjow 1.00 veryjow
10 (y
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